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Why this learning compendium?
We share with gratitude the first in the “Practices Learning Compendium” series, a compilation of innovative 
practices and processes initiated by District Administration in India’s poorest districts to Combat COVID-19. 
Purpose of this Learning compendium is to disseminate efforts of the administration in the Aspirational Districts 
integrated by Ministry of Home Affairs for learning and application in other districts and contexts.

The stories have been written by Aspirational District Fellows placed in the districts. While we have made 
efforts to ensure that the work of the entire District team, led by the Collector, the Superintendent of Police, 
representatives of State and Central government and particularly the frontline health functionaries is presented 
accurately, there may be some inadvertent errors for which we sincerely apologise. Some stories have been 
written in first person account, however, in all cases it has been a solid teamwork. Our purpose to prepare 
this compendium was to collate and to disseminate experiences and ideas that are being implemented in real 
time as we rise together to defeat COVID-19. We may have erred in not giving credit to individuals or underlying 
numbers have become dated given the dynamic responses to the changing situation and fast response of the 
administration.

 The team of researchers at VikasAnveshFoundation responded to our request of facilitating the write-shop at 
a short notice. All interactions with the writers of the case studies happened on emails and phone calls. Those 
conversations led to the compilation of the compendium after the VAF team edited the stories to ensure that 
cases come to you in a readable format.

 We will look forward to your suggestions and feedback in making the next publication more useful to readers. 
We request our readers to share these inspiring stories with wider audience in and outside the country too!

Programme Team 
Transformation of LWE-Aspirational Districts Programme



Editors’ Note 

The Context: The Aspirational Districts

The ‘Transformation of Aspirational Districts’ Programme (https://niti.gov.in/about-aspirational-districts-
programme) aims to expeditiously

improve the socio-economic status of 117 districts from across 28 states.The Aspirational Districts Programme 
is a product of collective effort in which States are the main drivers. At Government of India level, programme 
is anchored by NITI Aayog. In addition, individual Ministries have assumed responsibility to drive progress of 
districts. Ministry of Home Affairs is integrating the programme in 35 most backward districts. Ministry of 
Home Affairs and Tata Trusts have partnered to provide support to district administration. In each of these 35 
districts, two Aspirational District Fellows have been placed. Transform Rural India Foundation (https://www.
trif.in/) anchors the induction, training and placement of Fellows. Young and bright men and women, appointed 
as Fellows have tried to provide diligent assistance to the District Collectors/Deputy Commissioners of these 
districts in Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Odisha, Maharashtra and Telengana. 

While these districts have so far been spared from aggressive spread of the dreaded COVID-19 pandemic, they 
have none the less been taking a variety of steps to brace the adverse situation arising out of the pandemic. 
The governance challenge was particularly difficult in these districts. On one hand, limited awareness about 
the contagious corona virus coupled with large presence of returning (or in-transit) migrants would expose 
the districts to serious health hazard. On the other hand, access to health infrastructure, from availability of 
Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) to quarantine facility and ventilators, was limited. Arrangements had to 
be made within a short period of time and at a large scale. In absence of these, the population in general and 
the frontline health workers in particular would remain highly vulnerable to the ever-expanding pandemic. The 
challenge was not merely restricted to stopping the corona virus from spreading through tracing and treatment. 

The Fellows themselves in these districts have documented the excellent work done by their respective District 
administrations. In this compendium,we have attempted to put together stories of dedication, thoughtful 
planning and alert and quick action taken by the Government offices under the leadership of the District 
Collectors/Deputy Commissioners.

Convergence with a single goal

The case studies presented in this compendium (Part 1) are ideal examples of convergence in action. A large 
number of development literature has emphasized the need for convergence in developmental efforts. There is 
no situation than a crisis situation like the one in this publication where one has witnessed complete convergence 
of all government and citizen efforts solely on identifying and treating affected patients and ensuring that the 
virus is contained and the larger community is protected. The Coronavirus pandemic is an extraordinary situation 
that has put tremendous pressure on all the line departments of the government, the law and order machinery 
and other development departments. Only a convergent and coordinated effort could possibly address the 
multiple challenges that this situation presents. In all the case studies we have ample illustrations to show how 
everyone is focused on one single goal- overcoming this crisis. As has been said in the ancient literature (the 
Rigveda).

lekuho% vkdwfr% lekukÐn;kfuo%A 
lekuEk~vLrqokseu% ;Fkko% lqlgkvlfrAA

Let our aim be one and single! Let our hearts be joined as one. United be our 
thoughts. At peace with all, may we be together in harmony.
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Unified yet decentralized responses

The stories presented in this compendium are an interesting approach in responding to the emerging situation- 
what we have called as unified yet decentralized. While the country was preparing and is implementing a 
nationwide uniform strategy to contain the spread of the Coronavirus disease, the district administration in each 
place had the unique challenge of implementing this uniform strategy in their respective districts while at the 
same time being responsive to the peculiar context and the micro challenges that their geography presented. 
Each of the challenges was special. For instance, every district had to take care of migrants returning from 
distant locations and this needed a uniform response. However, certain districts benefited from presence of 
well-equipped infrastructure such as hospitals of large corporate houses located in their cities while other 
places, they continued to depend on the not so well developed infrastructure. This therefore presented unique 
opportunities to build on existing available physical and institutional infrastructure and yet remain consistent 
and cohesive in rolling out the overall planned national strategies in Delhi and the state capitals. This was 
unique case of a federal structure that has both a centralised and a decentralized strategies acting in tandem, 
and not at cross purposes. 

Innovation, Improvisation, the Jugaad way of working at its best!

Often the Indian system of innovation and improvisation has been scoffed as Jugaad, something that 
compromises on quality and is less innovative and hence an undesirable feature of our research orientation. 
It is this unique Indian way of addressing complicated and unforeseen situations that one witnesses in the 
compendium of a studies. 

We have an example of a liquor factory being taken over by the district administration and used for preparing 
sanitizers so badly needed in the present situation. We have another example of a factory, a government set up 
Apparel Park with a capacity of 200 sewing machines designed to stitch uniforms for school children, quickly 
being turned into a manufacturing unit for stitching 50,000 masks. In one particular case, in Khunti district, 
the SHGs producing lemon oil and tulsi, potential ingredients for sanitizers, were converged with the sanitizer 
producing SHGs. In another case, the district administration decided to involve the government teachers in 
tracing and tracking the returnee migrants who were kept under home quarantine. The idea emanated from 
the understanding that the teachers are respected in the society, generally their views would be considered 
seriously and people would be honest with them. Also because of their professional linkages, they had intricate 
presence even in the remotest of the areas. The result on their involvement was positive to the extent that even 
those who had violated the quarantine confessed earlier the teachers. This allowed the district administration 
– which would otherwise have been oblivious to such violations – to take corrective actions.

There are several such examples of improvisation, responding to emergency situations and given the resource 
crunch, thinking out of the box. The districts and their work portrayed in this compendium suggest how with 
limited resources, innovative ideas with a solution oriented approach have been put in use by the district 
administration.

Institutions of women at the forefront

In these extra ordinary situations, there are many districts where one sees exemplary work performed by 
institutions of women. We have a number of illustrations where the district administration and the institutions 
of the poor women have collaborated actively. For instance, many of the self-help groups of women and their 
Apex organisations promoted by Jharkhand rural livelihood promotion Jharkhand Rural Livelihood Promotion 
Society have come forward and contributed in providing immediate relief to people in distress. We have a case 
where 200 women have come into action to stitch masks needed for the health department. The Didis (sisters) 
in many districts at great personal risk are reaching out to fellow women and communities at large in remote 
villages. But for the presence of large number of such women volunteers present in each and every village, it 
would have become next to impossible to reach out to citizens. These women institutions championing the spirit 
of self-help have not only provided self-help to their own members but also self-help to the fellow community on 
a very large scale. 



Technology that enables 

Another common feature observed in reports from all the district is the use of Information Technology and 
modern communication methods to reach out to the last person. In many districts we have come across use of 
apps, social media platforms as also setting up of helpline and call centres. These latest technology applications 
creatively used by the district leadership have come handy for people in distress to reach out to the district 
officials. There are instances where call centres located in the aspirational districts received calls from stranded 
migrant labours across thousands of kilometres. What is also noteworthy is that the technology use is not just 
for generating data. The information that was received was quickly analysed and responded to in terms of 
mitigating the sufferings of people say for instance people who had used call centre numbers. Similarly the 
applications developed where used to systematically track communities who needed special care and attention.

Leaders leading from the front and the unsung heroes at the front line

The cases of various districts are reflections of how the district level administration have risen to the occasion in 
such times of crisis to mitigate the health and ensuing economic adversities that COVID-19 would otherwise inflict 
on the population in their respective districts. They have led from the front while hundreds of health workers, 
ASHA workers, teachers, and community extension workers, officials in villages and blocks, attendants at call 
centres, staff in remote locations all are contributing to the massive ongoing efforts of the district leadership.

Dynamic State-Citizens collaboration

There is a running thread in all the stories presented in this compendium. One witnesses a very dynamic and 
fruitful cooperation between the massive administrative machinery of the government on one hand and a large 
number of citizen organisations (also called as civil society or NGOs) on the other hand.  This collaboration is an 
interesting amalgamation of government working with a sense of responsibility towards its citizens and equally 
intensive self-help and altruistic motivations of a large number of organisations. There are multiple examples 
of such collaboration across all districts. Be it running a community kitchen, police force reaching out to people 
stranded, dry rations being distributed to needy people or providing ambulance services for patients to reach 
hospitals. Each story has one or two examples of such collaborations happening on ground. We earnestly hope 
that such positive interactions continue beyond this time of crisis.

Miles to go

The Honourable Prime Minister in his address to the Nation on April 14 appealed to all citizens to continue to 
follow strict guidelines as the lock down has been extended. While this compendium (Part 1) has attempted 
to present glimpses of work that is happening across the country in aspirational districts, the country has a 
long way to go in terms of facing the threats posed by this pandemic and then be prepared for post-pandemic 
normalcy where all citizens can return to their lives and livelihoods completely disrupted by this crisis. There 
is thus a long way to travel and all the district officers and their staff as also different stakeholders have still 
some time before we can have some breathing space. Our effort was to present these heroic efforts to the 
citizens of this country so that our resolve gets further strengthened. We have plans to soon publish Part 2 of 
the compendium featuring work of more districts.

Editorial team
Dr Sanjiv Phansalkar, Dr Ajit Kanitkar, Dr Nirmalya Choudhury 
VikasAnvesh Foundation, Pune, April 14, 2020 
http://www.vikasanvesh.in/
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1. Community Awareness  
& Containment

1.1 The Humble Heroes of Narayanpur 
-   Karthik Gurunathan & Balaji Raju Kande, Narayanpur, Chhattisgarh

The Dandakaranya Forest, keeper of the mighty Indravati and home to Sita, Ram and Laxman during their exile, 
is a hilly and extremely dense jungle. It is also known as Abhujmad, which translates to The ‘Unknown Hill’. In the 
heart of this forest lies Narayanpur. Notified in 2007 after Bastar district was divided into 7 parts, it is completely 
cut off from the rest of the world. With no highways and only 2 approach roads into the district, mainstream 
development has yet to arrive in these parts. It feels like a time machine running a few decades behind the rest 
of the country.

The district has a total population of roughly 140,000 with over 85% of them belonging to schedule tribes 
and comprises of over 90% forest cover with only one major town, making the majority of the region highly 
inaccessible. It is also home to the largest proportion of Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTGs) in the 
country. Given the recent status of a district and the context of the region, government services need a lot of 
improvement, specifically in healthcare.

Poor State of Healthcare

In early March as cases of COVID-19 were cropping up in various parts of the world, the administration knew 
that they would be on the back foot in case such a disease would start spreading in India, particularly in places 
like Narayanpur where healthcare services were far from adequate. An acute shortage of equipment and staff 
in health services has plagued the district since its formation in 2007, with only 3-4 specialists present in the 
entire district at any given point due to the high rate of attrition. None of the health centres are staffed as per 
guidelines and doctors have to be paid huge bonuses in order to lure them into working in the region.

The Pivotal Nature of Haat Bazaars

The region is also well known for its traditional ‘Haat Bazaars which are essentially weekly markets organised 
every day in some part of the district. Depending on the locality of the Bazaar their catchment can vary from 15-
20km to almost 100km, drawing anywhere between a few hundred to thousands of people. Some indigenous 
tribespeople often trek for 2-3 days in order to reach their nearest market to sell forest-produce they collect 
and purchase basic commodities such as oil, salt and cheap plastic articles i.e. combs, torches, hair-clips etc. 
Owing to the high footfall, Haat Bazaars are also used for dissemination of health services by providing instant 
diagnosis, vaccination drives and basic OPD services.

These Haat Bazaars which form the backbone of trade and even health services would have proven to be the 
emissary of utter devastation in case of an outbreak. The administration, realising the gravity of the situation 
thought it was best to prevent an outbreak instead of responding to a disaster, therefore taking strict measures 
to ensure the safety of the district.



The Essential Cog - Mithanins, ANMs and Rural 
Health Workers

At the forefront of the fight against COVID-19 were the Mithanin (ASHA 
workers), ANMs and other Rural Health Workers. Together they form 
the most essential cog in the machinery fighting against the outbreak, 
even under normal circumstances, their services often go overlooked 
and under-appreciated. They are usually the only person trusted by 
the entire village as most Mithanins are chosen from the community. 
Additionally, ANMs invest years into building a strong rapport with 
their communities in order to earn their trust. These workers are the 
first point of contact for identification, isolation of potential cases and 
escalation to the concerned authorities.

Contribution of Community Influencers

Sarpanchs and Village Elders have also proven to be crucial in such 
dire circumstances. Due to their incredibly proactive nature and the 
longing to protect everyone in the village, they have ensured complete 
lockdown and isolation of their respective villages. They have put in 
place strict restrictions on movement into and out of their villages 
to curtail the potential spread of the disease. They have also been 
critical in ensuring home isolation of people considered to be high 
risk individuals.

Nothing is stronger than the heart of a volunteer

Volunteer groups formed of off-duty & non-essential administrative 
staff and youth groups have carried the burden of a large chunk of 
duties on their shoulders to ensure stability and peace. These groups 
were given the responsibility to ensure that prices of essential goods 
did not inflate hence avoiding the tendency to hoard and ensuring 
their availability and affordability to everyone in the district. They 
also took charge of being the first responders to distress calls from 
migrant workers or any person in need including aiding in distribution 
of ration and other essential supplies. In addition to all of the above, 
they are also involved in spreading awareness about COVID-19 
and ensuring social distancing protocols in public spaces such as 
vegetable markets.

ICDS supervisor, distributing ration 
packages and spreading awareness 

about prevention against covid19

Soaps prepared by SHG for distribution 
in public spaces

The Invisible Incredibles - Self Help Groups (SHGs)

Historically, women have always been underrepresented and under-appreciated for their contribution towards 
society despite playing crucial roles. Women SHGs are also playing such a role in the fight against COVID-19. 
Since the State has been unable to supply essential commodities for healthcare workers such as masks and 
Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) kits due to shortage in supplies and a disturbed distribution network, 
SHGs across the country, including in Narayanpur, are filling this crucial gap by manufacturing masks and PPE 
kits which are potentially life-saving to healthcare workers who are at the highest risk of contracting the disease. 
They are also manufacturing soaps for distribution in public spaces as it is currently our best known defence. 
SHGs have also strengthened the production of ‘Ready To Eat’ supplementary nutrition packets for distribution 
amongst pregnant women which was a regular practice but has now become a crucial part of the fight against 
COVID-19.
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Vegetable stall operated by SHG, ensuring social distancing guidelines

Civil Society At Its Best

During these testing times, the contribution of NGOs has been recognised on a national scale. SAATHI Samaaj 
Sevi Sansthan and Ram-Krishna Mission are the only NGOs working in Narayanpur and both of them have been 
absolutely critical service providers by coordinating with the administration and assisting to fill any gaps left 
by the government machinery. Responding to distress calls, distributing ration and essential commodities to 
inaccessible areas and conducting awareness drives on COVID-19 and the importance of Water, Sanitation and 
Hygiene (WASH) in such times are only a few of their contributions.

The Catalyst - Narayanpur District Administration

Perhaps the most under-appreciated yet the entity without which many of the above would not exist, an entity 
which acts as the catalyst bringing together all the above stakeholders, is the administration. Headed by the 
District Magistrate with support from the Superintendent of Police, they have ensured prompt response and 
accountability for any complications that arise. Regular monitoring and updates have become a daily practice 
which ensures the smooth functioning of the machinery to fight against COVID-19. Line departments such as 
the electricity board have also risen to the challenge and ensured uninterrupted services during these time.

The Big Picture

All high risk individuals were identified and strictly quarantined in the district to curtail any potential spread. 
Narayanpur has tested a total of 16 cases as of publishing this article, all of which were negative. Roughly 350 
migrant workers are stuck in the district, all of whom are being taken care of and regularly followed up with to 
ensure their safety and well being. Ration is being distributed to every family in the district regardless of the 
status of their ration card to ensure nobody has to face hunger.

At a time when most media outlets are looking for giant leaps and bold steps in preparedness, it is often the 
small steps that go overlooked, taken by individuals or small groups, expecting nothing in return, when put 
together form the only wall protecting us from utter destruction.

®®®



1.2 Producing masks and sanitizers in Palamu
- Sanny Kumar & Akshaya Chauhan, Palamu, Jharkhand

About Palamu District

Palamu district is situated in North West of Jharkhand and shares its geographical boundaries with Aurangabad 
District in Bihar. It has a dominant population of tribals and has 21 Administrative blocks and 276 Gram 
Panchayats.  The North Koel River flows across the District. As it is highly plagued by left wing extremism, 
Palamu is directly monitored by the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) and receives additional funds under the 
Special Central Assistance (SCA), amounting to 33Cr. per year for development activities.

As a part of the Transformation of Aspirational District Program (TADP), the district monitors the progress of 
49 indicators across the five sectors. In the programme, a number of innovative projects have been initiated to 
ensure quality services to the last mile of beneficiaries in the District. 

Carving Skills: Koel Aajeevika Apparel Park

Under TADP, Aspirational District Fellows (ADFs) had proposed a project for skill development and livelihood 
generation for the local people in Palamu under the guidance of Dr. Shantanu Agrahari, IAS., Deputy 
Commissioner, Palamu. A team of District Administration officials along with ADFs have set up an Industrial Unit 
with Capacity of 200 Sewing Machine which currently engages 200 Self Help Group (SHG) Women in gainful 
employment. This Industrial Unit funded through Special Central Assistance (SCA) Fund is named as “Koel 
Aajeevika Apparel Park (KAAP)”. It is being operationalised by Women SHG (didis/sisters) Federation under 
the supervision of Jharkhand State Livelihood Promotion Society (JSLPS).  Later on, SHG Federation registered 
the unit as Cooperative Koel Aajeevika Apparel Park, Palamu. These SHG women have been trained to operate 
sewing machines and produce school uniforms for the government schools. In convergence with the education 
department, the district has also onboarded KAAP Cooperative to procure order for supplying school uniforms 
for government schools.  It was inaugurated by Former Chief Minister of Jharkhand, Sh. Raghubar Das on 
30th September, 2019. After the Initial process of institutional capacity building, the employed women were 
trained in operating High-Tech Industrial Sewing Machines. In order to run this facility with full capacity a fashion 
designer and Master Trainers were hired for design technical assistance. Over the last three months, the unit 
had manufactured more than 10,000 school’s dresses. The profit is shared among the SHG Members of the 
cooperative. As an initial capital back up, the District Administration also facilitated a term loan of `1,000,000 
through the State Bank of India to procure raw materials.

Resource Utilization: Mask and Sanitiser Production 

During the COVID-19 Pandemic, initially the government issued an advisory for preventive action for the people 
in which social distancing was extremely important. Additionally, the government had also advised the people 
to use Masks and Sanitisers on a daily basis. The sudden panic among the general public reated a short fall 
of Masks and Sanitiser in the market. People were also facing a sudden surge in prices of these essentials. 
The district administration of Palamu sensed the plight of the people and decided to utilise the KAAP facility to 
contribute to the needs of the common public. 

The story of Masks Production

With a proactive approach by district administration, Koel Aajeevika Apparel Park, Palamu was being utilized 
for protective mask production in a very short duration. Despite the capacity of 200 machines at the unit, only 
60 machines were made operational due to social distancing advisory. Initially, the general scare in the public 
had prevented the women members to come forward in the production centre. As a result, production activities 
of masks became a huge challenge and only 20 machines were fully operational.  After successful training 
and consultations on COVID-19 and assurances from information related to safety precautions and logistics 
preparations, the women members agreed to kickstart the production of masks. In this critical situation, these 
women members zealously worked to produce nearly 50,000 masks within a period of two weeks. Each mask 
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was produced using a three layered cloth stitched together to offer protection against the spread of Coronavirus. 
After production, these masks were sent to the district hospital for sanitisation and to make them ready to use.  

With the initial production of 50,000 masks, the KAAP facility managed to meet the demands in Palamu district. 
So far, 48,044 masks have been distributed across 21 blocks. Each mask has been sold at a unit rate of Rs. 20 
as per the government rate. The women members made Rs. 5 per mask. Each woman was able to produce about 
40 to 60 masks a day. The support to procure raw material was offered by JSLPS with investments contributed 
by the KAAP co-operative. This activity helped to regain the confidence of SHG women and motivated them 
to support the district administration for masks production in such a critical time.  The district administration 
grasped the opportunity of the KAAP facility and proactively turned it into a masks production centre to show 
its commitment to cater to the COVID-19 pandemic and meet the demand for masks at a time of crisis. The 
production has helped to meet the demand of the district timely as well as contributed to the livelihoods of the 
SHG women members. 

Innovative Solution: Sanitiser Production

In addition to the mask production, the district administration has also spread its wing to Sanitiser production 
as per the WHO norms. The sanitiser production is undertaken by mixing a certain ratio of Isopropyl alcohol, 
Hydrogen peroxide and Glycerol. Before the Fellowship program I was associated with start-up of hand Sanitiser 
production. I sensed the critical time and pitched the idea to produce sanitiser to Deputy Commissioner, Palamu 
before the lockdown. As lockdown came into place, there was a sudden increase in demand for sanitiser in 
the market along with a surge in the pricing. The administration agreed to undertake the production of hand 
Sanitisers through women SHGs. We quickly trained a SHG group of 20 Women in the mixing process of hand 
sanitiser production and started preparing bottles of 100ml for sale. So far, sanitisers have been distributed 
across the 21 blocks of 276 gram panchayats. Till date, 15,430 bottles have been supplied to the health 
department of Palamu. The sanitiser is being sold to the health department at Rs. 30 per bottle of 100 ml with 
a profit of Rs. 5 per bottle. 

The demand for both masks and sanitisers is growing rapidly, with other districts and states also seeking the 
masks and sanitisers from Palamu district administration. In the next couple of weeks, we are ramping up our 
production activities to initiate supply to nearer districts. 

A proactive approach has helped us to fight this critical situation and avoid panic among the people of Palamu. 
The effort has been acknowledged and appreciated by State and NITI Aayog in their Tweet, as well.

®®®



2. Migrant Support

2.1 Rapid Response to the migratory Workers during lockdown by 
district administration banka
- Maitree Ganguli & Akash Patel, Banka, Bihar

As the Lockdown Declared

Banka is located in far south east part of Bihar, which is about 250 KMs away from state capital Patna. It 
shares border with of Jharkhand all around except in the north eastern part, where it touches Bhagalpur, Jamui 
and Munger. The district is has one of the major Kawaria passage to Babadham, Deoghar, one of the twelve 
Jyotirlinga (Radiance of Lord Shiva) in India. But not just the passage the district has its own religious tourism 
hotspot in Mandar hills. Mainly the district has agrarian economy. Apart from agriculture, the district experiences 
a chunk of seasonal migration to metro cities and other in nearest bigger cities like, Asansol, Ranchi, Dhanbad 
and likewise. Many daily wagers from Banka also work at the adjacent districts of Godda, Pakur, Jamtara. Having 
close access to the state border, daily basis push and pull migration can be observed frequently. A similar flow 
can be seen towards the bigger town of Bhagalpur, Munger, Kiul and Patna. 

Amid the COVID-19 crisis, as the country-wide lockdown was announced, an amount of uncertainty prevailed. 
The public transportation was at immediate halt. It affected the most to the migrant workers of the district and 
they started returning back to Banka - their homes. It was imperative for the district administration to respond 
quickly and to track every migrated individual. State Government of Bihar has come up with the quick support 
by providing transportation for those who were stalled at Patna and travelled to Patna from other states.  District 
administration had the crucial task in tracking and monitoring of other migrants also, who had taken different 
modes of transportation.

District Action Plan

To tackle the mammoth task District administration has provided rapid response with meticulous strategy. 
The strategy has been segregated in preventive and precautionary measures. Immediate actions by issuing 
guidelines to create isolation centres in every panchayat was a strong step. As part of the precautions, apart 
from the hospitals, number of schools selected as quarantine centres have been identified and have been 
sanitised thoroughly. A total of 274 isolation centres have been created according to the guideline issued by 
the Ministry. Officials have been deputed in charge of the centres. Anticipating the water crisis in approaching 
summer, the hand pumps of the district have been repaired and maintained by the drinking water division 
in mission mode. Jeevika members have started making disposable surgical mask. Fortunately, by then, the 
district had encountered no COVID-19 cases, so the preventive measures have been restricted to the tracking, 
identifying and monitoring of the people with travel history, especially since there were large number of migrant 
workers who were coming home. 
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Table 1: Travel History Data Base

Block Wise Travelers Detail (COVID-19) (Till 11 April 2020 03:00PM)

Domestic Travel International 
Travel

SI. 
NO.

Block  
Name

Yester-
day

Today New 
Records

Till 
Yester-

day

Today Total No. of 
tracked 
quaran-

tined   
suspects 
through 
Chakshu  

App

No. of 
people  
kept in 

isolation  
(Hospital)

No. of 
Pan-

chayat 
quar-
an-

tined 
People

No. of 
Home 

quaran-
tined 

People

Sam-
ple 
Col-

lected

1. Amarpur 923 923 0 1 0 924 751 0 27 724

17

2 Banka 1085 1097 12 4 0 1101 918 38 15 865

3. Barahut 915 917 2 2 0 919 716 0 32 684

4. Belhar 939 951 12 2 0 953 659 0 11 648

5. Bounsi 947 947 0 0 0 947 902 0 34 868

6. Chandan 630 631 1 1 0 632 472 0 9 463

7. Dhoraiya 852 861 9 5 0 866 712 5 45 662

8.
Fullidu-
mar

588 591 3 0 0 591 420 0 13 407

9. Katoria 1204 1217 13 0 0 1217 924 0 12 912

10. Rajoun 831 841 10 1 0 842 581 0 56 525

11.
Sham-
bhuganj

396 400 4 3 0 403 220 4 20 196

Total 9310 9376 66 19 0 9395 7275 47 274 6954 17

The very first, the very first challenge was to identify and track the migratory workers. Government of Bihar had 
eased that task by providing the public transport to those travelling from Patna. But District administration 
has also established a mechanism to track other migrant workers from different routes. Bhaljore check post 
is one of the important entry points of the district. There, a district official along with the police check post 
and a mini control room has been established. This check post is maintaining a register to note the details 
of vehicles and passengers entering the district every day. Also a thermal screening is set up at the location. 
People identified with even with minor symptoms, are being identified and tracked. These mini control rooms at 
different check points provide the district the required shield from the community spread. In the initial phase 
district administration ceased borders and started collecting travel data of every individual. Thus, District 
administration created a bucket of information who travelled to Banka. It has created the Travel History Data 
Base of the travellers. Administration has set a cut-off date of 15 days before lockdown, to identify effective 
sample of travellers to the district. The data base has been created in a decentralised manner. From district 
to sub-division to block and up-to panchayat this database has been created. These sheets are regularly being 
monitored with the help of frontline workers – ASHA, ANM, Panchayat sewak, ward members. From the ICDS 
department, kits - containing rice, millets, chocolate and biscuits had been distributed to the children and 



mothers. Such 100-150 beneficiaries had been identified and kits distributed around the poshan shetra. Other 
than this manual work, District has promptly adopted the Chakshu App; which was developed by Bihar State 
Government within the five days of announcement of lockdown. To tackle the huge number of the migrant 
workers, they are being monitored through this app with their health status. The app is providing an observation 
period to each individual as per their travel date. Health workers are assigned to a group of identified migrant 
workers and being monitored by them in person. As of today total 9395 people have been monitored through 
this app.  

Figure 1: Chakshu Mobile Application for Tracking and Monitoring

Travel information was collected from those travelled through state government’s arrangement. At their arrival 
in the district, they have been through temperature screening and also a normal health check-up by the district 
administration. A small IEC (Information, Education, and Communication) has been conducted on basic individual 
sanitisation and hygiene with them. People have been segregated and provided the transit arrangement as per 
their destination blocks and panchayats and have returned home to reunite with their family. Apart from the 
health check-up they were given basic ration to continue their home quarantine with food security. Almost 6954 
people are in home quarantine with travel history.

Figure 2: Visuals inside the Chakshu Application
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Working with Champion of Change 

These herculean task is not easy unless a strong central management team is established. Under the guidance 
of the District management and the health department, a separate cell has been formed to look after this crisis 
in a bird’s eye view. This cell has deputed officers in a pyramided structure. Senior officers in responsibility of 
the blocks and officers at panchayat level, and then deputed person at revenue village level. Each person is 
responsible for the tracking and monitoring of the home quarantine cases and a daily report is being sent to 
the immediate senior deputed. Every day evening brief through video conferencing is being done at district 
magistrate level. Also simultaneously daily report of Chakshu app inputs are being analysed. But till the date of 
the writing this article Banka has registered no case of the COVID-19.

The effort of documenting such effort will go vain until we mention the tremendous effort of the frontline workers. 
In the time of such panic and pandemic, they have risked their life to reach every person in the district and 
visited door to door. Their relentless home visits are helping the district to map each individual with probable 
symptoms. Not just mechanical job of tracking and noting down, they are there to communicate more with 
people about do’s and don’ts during this crisis. They are the knight in shining armour to tackle the community 
with social, psychological support and information. They are spreading the toll free number of district control 
room, spreading information of rations to be distributed and also being an active channel to take care of every 
need of each households. In such situations they are the most crucial link to approach individual and the 
community at the same time. 

The Blocks and Channels 

No matter how effective the management and the monitoring has been, still the district is trying to reach as 
many migrant workers as possible who are stuck in different parts of the country. Different metro cities have 
identified the cluster of workers and made them available the daily supply of food, shelter. But it is really difficult 
to identify them in remote locations. But the district is tirelessly approaching all the flags that are up from any 
part of the country. The District is rightly following the quote of Swami Vivekananda,

“Arise, awake and do not stop until the goal is reached.”

®®®



2.2 Tracking Home Quarantine migrants with the help of teachers – an 
experiment in Simdega
-   Aseem Sinha and Biswambharnath Naik, Simdega, Jharkhand

With the announcement of lockdown in Jharkhand till 31st March, 2020 and the subsequent announcement 
of countrywide lockdown till 14th April, 2020, the district administration Simdega had sprang into action to 
limit the spread of COVID – 19 in the district. An emergency meeting was convened with all the concerned 
district officials. Subsequently various cells were formed to look after several tasks such as maintenance of 
law and order, procurement and provisioning of essentials, procurement and provisioning of medical supplies, 
monitoring of migrants in home quarantine, monitoring of food supply centers and daily reporting.

On day one itself, in order to start monitoring of the migrants, a six-member team was formed for each ward 
(1119 wards), consisting of ANM, Asha worker, AWW, PDS dealer, teacher and Ward member. The team was 
to conduct household level surveys of the migrants and laborers put under home quarantine. Each team had 
a responsibility of 100 households, where they were tasked to not only keep the track of home quarantined 
people but also to monitor the influx of migrants and immediately inform the control room. The control room 
would then take necessary precautionary measures to quarantine the concerned person. Despite the effort 
there was confusion regarding day wise tracking of all the persons in home quarantine.

Involving teachers from the government schools of Simdega to track migrants

On the second day of the lockdown, given all the confusion the Deputy Commissioner, Sh. Mrityunjay Kumar 
Baranwal IAS, suggested to have a mechanism where all the home quarantined people could be tracked directly 
at the district level. This was a huge challenge as around 2600 people had been home quarantined till then and 
the number was on the rise due to influx of migrants in the district. Various options such as ANMs, AWWs, ASHAs, 
MPWs were considered as the possible group to directly contact the home quarantined persons. But finally, 
teachers were considered as the best persons to do so as they are one of the most respected professionals 
in the society and people tend to talk truthfully with the teachers. Moreover, the network of teachers was very 
intricate and it would help reach the person even in remotest location. So, in addition to the ward level team, 
which also involved teachers, a group of 80 teachers were selected and finalized for this high priority task.

Training the volunteer teachers

The team then proceeded to inform all the teachers, through telephonic conversation, of the urgent requirement 
at the district to support the tracking of the migrants on a daily basis. All the teachers replied positively. The next 
day, two separate halls were prepared with all the social distancing norms for training the volunteer teachers.

The first day was very puzzling for the volunteer teachers as everyone was quite unclear about their roles and 
the number of persons they had to call. The teachers were also uncertain about the data that they had to 
collect which included asking questions related to stamping on the wrist, people following home quarantine 
procedure, health issues and developing symptoms, and ration provisioning at home. But, by the end of the 
day, the volunteers had a good grasp of the what and why the things were being enquired. This helped in 
smoothening of the process. Finally, every teacher was assigned roughly 40 persons to enquire about. Further, 
the reporting cell, consisting of district officials and staffs, subdivided the blocks among them and teachers 
would then go to respective member (whose block’s data they were collecting) with the details of the persons 
contacted. This data would then be fed into the database and all the blocks database would be collated to form 
a data repository that would be updated on a daily basis.

As a team that was constituted at a ward level also involved a teacher, the district level teacher team regularly 
consulted with them in case of any gaps in the outreach. This helped in contacting migrants who were home 
quarantined in no network zones as well.
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The plan works

These volunteer teachers’ group has enabled the district administration to keep track of the number of migrants 
entering Simdega and being home quarantined on daily basis. This in turn has been immensely helpful for health 
department to monitor the potential suspect cases closely and conduct sample collection.  More than 3000 
home quarantined migrants have been successfully tracked over a period of 19 days and is likely to continue 
till the lockdown is lifted. Currently, around 900 migrants are in home quarantine and are being monitored daily 
by the teachers’ group. 

Interestingly, during the monitoring phase, a few migrants confessed to the teachers that they had broken the 
home quarantine, and were out fishing or tending to their daily activities. Such confessions helped the district 
administration to track the ill-disciplined migrants and counsel them about the importance of 14-day home 
quarantine. A few of them were even put in the quarantine centers as they would regularly venture out of the 
home quarantine. 

Challenges in home quarantine

Although extremely efficient in tracking down the migrants, the whole setup has its own challenges. Some of the 
migrants who were home quarantined were unclear about the due process to be followed during the pandemic. 
This resulted in a few people coming out of their homes to attend to various activities as they deemed fit. 
Further, lack of awareness among the migrants coupled with lack of empathy shown towards them may have 
led to a distress situation among the migrants. This is where proper information dissemination lead to creating 
a sense of calm among the migrants and helped in maintaining a sense of control.

The motivation and perseverance of humans in these testing times has been evident. The teachers showing 
up day in and day out to contribute to the larger cause has been motivating even for the regular staffs of 
the administration. This has also built up a positive vibe among all the people who are working either in the 
district or directly on the field. The amazing work done by the volunteer teachers and the ground staff has 
been immensely important in strengthening and efficiently tracking all the migrants entering the district at the 
same time allowing us to stay focused on the needs of the people and effectively strategize and implement the 
schemes.

®®®



2.3 district lohardaga: Stories of Hope from the Times of Corona
-  Divya Tewari and Varun Sharma, Lohardaga, Jharkhand

Background of the District

District Lohardaga, which acquired the status of an independent district in 1983 after being carved out of 
Ranchi, is one of the smallest districts in Jharkhand by area. Divided into 7 administrative blocks, 87.6% of the 
district’s population resides in rural areas, 57% of population belonging to tribal communities. 

The inhabitants of the district depend mainly on agriculture, forest produce, and seasonal migration to different 
parts of the country for their livelihood. Agriculture provides employment to around 90% of the population. 
However, being mostly rainfall dependent, a majority of the farmers are able to harvest only one crop per year. 
Expectedly then, Lohardaga is also one of the poorest districts in Jharkhand. A significant proportion of the 
Lohardaga population migrates to places as far as Kerala and Tamil Nadu for work.

Introduction

The Corona outbreak was a bolt from the blue for most people across the entire world. No one, be it the 
government, the healthcare system, or the people in general, had anticipated that something of a scale as 
massive as this pandemic could ever happen, something that would send all systems and institutions across 
the world into a complete tizzy. 

While some amongst us had the resources to cushion the blows that were inflicted as a consequence of the 
outbreak, such as  job losses, increased prices of essential commodities, and necessitation of the use of masks, 
hand washes, and sanitisers to stay safe, a very significant proportion of the population was left to grapple with 
a Pandora’s box of troubles opened up by the pandemic, with no help at hand. Many of these people were daily-
wage earners, and with their sources of livelihood wiped out, they were in the midst of grave existential issues. 

Response of District Administration, Lohardaga

Realizing the gravity of the situation, District Administration, Lohardaga hastily set up a ‘Corona Control Room’, 
with Aspirational District Fellows (ADFs) assigned a key role in the functioning of the team. 9 people, apart 
from the ADFs, were grouped into teams of 3, and assigned 8-hour daily duties, to create a helpline center that 
was operational 24*7, and on which people could call on for any kind of support. The helpline numbers were 
circulated widely, over WhatsApp and Facebook, and by advertising in daily newspapers, and slowly, complaints 
started pouring in from all across the country. These ranged from issues such as non-availability of food for even 
the next meal, to not having the money to buy essential medicines, to being stranded in another state without 
food and shelter and with no knowledge of the local language, to even domestic violence.

As soon as the Control Room Team receives a complaint, it categorizes the complaint based on the course 
of action that needs to be taken. Complaints that can be resolved quickly through intervention on part of the 
Administration are forwarded to the concerned department heads, the ones that can be resolved at a faster 
pace through NGOs and civil society organizations are passed on to them, and other cases are taken care of 
directly by the Deputy Commissioner, Lohardaga. On an average, the resolution time for the complaints has been 
around 24 hours, and the Corona Control Room receives an average of 15 complaints each day. In addition, 
complaints are received directly from the state, from the police helpline number, the Labour Superintendent, 
and on a separate state helpline number.

Stories of Hope

Some of the heart-wrenching complaints that the Control Room received, and helped resolve are elaborated 
upon here. Solving such issues, and ensuring that no one is deprived of at least their fundamental needs has 
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been the biggest motivation behind the round-the-clock work that the Control Room Team has been doing for 
the past many days, without taking off days even on Sundays.

(1) Stranded Migrant Workers find a New Home with Food and Water, courtesy District 
Administration, Lohardaga

The District Control Room, Lohardaga received information about 22 persons who were stranded in Wardha 
(Maharashtra). When a call was made to one of these 22 people to assess their needs, it was found that their 
situation was very dire. They had no food to eat, and their kuchha house had been washed away because of the 
rains. What was most appalling, however, was what the man told next. Since drinking water was not available, 
these men would walk around a kilometer to a drain, get the drain water, boil it, filter it, and then drink it. 

On hearing the details of the issue, the Control Room Team sprang into action. Local contact persons were 
identified in Wardha. After multiple to-and-fro conversations, within a day, the 22 persons had been moved into 
tin-accommodations, been given food, as well as access to water, with the help of the Panchayat members of 
that area. Everyone in the Control Room Team felt proud as well as motivated that they’d been able to provide 
timely help to people caught up in such a desperate situation.

Food packets being unloaded from the vehicle for 
distribution to stranded migrants in Wardha

Temporary tin-accommodations (in the background) 
created for stranded migrants in Wardha

(2) District Administration, Lohardaga Come to the Rescue of a Mentally-challenged lady 
being Abused by her in-laws

A person lodged a complaint in the District Control Room, Lohardaga about his mentally-challenged sister who 
was being beaten by her husband, as well her in-laws. Additionally, since the sister’s husband was a laborer and 
had no money on account of the lockdown, she was not getting her daily dose of medications that were very 
important to keep her mental health stable.

The Circle Officer of the block was informed immediately, who visited the house of the lady, and spoke to her 
husband and her in-laws, and warned them against hitting her.

The list of medicines that the lady was supposed to take on a daily basis was passed on to the Block Development 
Officer of the relevant block, and medicines were arranged for her on priority.

(3) Rations Provided to Stranded Migrants in Far-Flung Kerala though Intervention of NGO, 
Sarvahitey

Information was received about 40 persons from Jharkhand whose company had shut down  because of the 
lockdown. These people were stranded in Kerala without any food to eat. Since they did not speak/understand 
the local language, they had been finding it difficult to get any kind of help. 



On hearing about the plight of these people, the officials in the ‘Corona Control Room’ connected with an NGO, 
Sarvahitey, which agreed to deliver rations to these 40 persons. Later, the NGO found that another 10 persons 
were stranded along with these 40 persons. The very next day, food was delivered to them, and the ‘Corona 
Control Room’ received a call in a chirpy voice, thanking them for helping out.

The food packets for distribution and beneficiaries

Supplies being distributed amongst the women

Food packets being distributed to stranded  
migrants from Jharkhand

Essential supplies provided for distribution 
amongst the 26 sex-workers in Ranchi

(4) District Administration, Lohardaga Becomes the Saviour for 26 Sex-Workers

The Corona Control Room received information about 26 sex workers in Ranchi who had no food to eat, and 
were not being able to get help from any other source. They informed the team that even though they were not 
from Lohardaga, they were in a terrible situation, and desperately needed help. The Control Room identified a 
list of NGOs, and sought help from them. Within 2 days, one of these NGOs agreed to help out, and in another 
2 days, food was delivered to their place, to help them tide over the situation.

Conclusion

While the pandemic has brought immense misery into the lives of innumerable people, the synergy with which 
the government, civil society organizations, NGOs, and individuals have worked tirelessly, each to the best 
of their capacity and abilities, has proved to be a thick, dense silver lining. The Corona Control Room Team 
continues to receive at least 10 complaints each day, which are expected to spike, given the increase in the 
lock-down period. The ADFs continue to juggle multiple tasks such as tracking and database management of 
all travelers, preparation of reports for the state, attending to and resolving issues of the people, raising funds, 
and raising food material. Hopefully, the coming few days shall be smoother, and soon, the pandemic will be 
behind us!

®®®
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3. Relief & Humanitarian

3.1  No migrant Worker should sleep hungry in Gadchiroli
-  Sudhakar Gawandgave, Gadchiroli, Maharashtra

Because of this complete lockdown in the country announced on March 24, a large number of migrants labours 
found themselves stuck in different places across the country. More Than 1300 labours stuck in Gadchiroli 
District, which lies in the East of the Maharashtra State bordering both Chhattisgarh and Telangana. A majority 
of these migrants are from these two states. Also, some migrants are from neighbouring districts in Maharashtra 
like Chandrapur, Yavatmal and Gondia.

District Level Committee

The district administration has formed a district-level committee to help migrant labourers under the leadership 
of the District Collector Mr Deepak Singla (IAS). District Information Officer Mr Sachin Adsul and Aspirational 
District Fellow (ADF) Mr Sudhakar G. are members of that committee. The main role of the committee is to 
coordinate all activities pertaining to migrant labourers. This involves engaging with different CSR partners, 
NGOs, local organizations and individuals to collect help in the form of grocery packets or funds and providing 
such necessary help to migrant workers. The District Collectors conducts a daily review of the committee’s work. 
The main focus of the committee is to reach and connect with every migrant labourer in the district, provide the 
necessary help. The bottom line is that no migrant workers should sleep hungry in the district. 

District Control Room and Helpline Number

The Committee established a district-level control room and helpline on which migrant labours or other needy 
people can call for help on March 25. Desirous donors can also call on this helpline to provide help. The number 
has been published in the local newspaper and social media accounts of the district. The committee regularly 
collects the data of migrant workers from the control room and block level officers. The control room receives 
5-8 calls daily for help. Some times these calls are for individual help and at times for help to a group of people. 

Mobilizing Help:

The awareness about the helpline number for 
contributions and donations through the local 
newspaper and social media helps to connect 
with a large number of people. Also, the district 
administration regularly posts names and photos of 
the contributor on official social media accounts and 
in the local newspaper. 

The collector also shares these posts on their 
personal social media account. This appreciation from 
administration and collector helps to create awareness 



and motivates people to contribute to the cause. A large number of groups and individual came forward to help 
and support. This help is in the form of grocery kits or funds. As of now, we have distributed more than 1500 
kits. We have sufficient kits even if the lockdown period is extended.

Implementation:  

District level committee collects help in the form of grocery kits from individuals and organizations. Some people 
also provide funds to purchase the kits or for transportation of kits. This kit includes all the necessary items 
required to cook food.  One kit has items for one person like 5kg Rice, 5kg Wheat Flour, 1 kg Tuwar dal, 1kg 
Edible oil, red chilli, turmeric powder, salt, onion, ginger and garlic paste. It also has bath soap and sanitizer.  
The Committee distributes it among migrant labours. In some cases, we connect donors with migrant labours.  
and the donor directly distributes the kits to the needy people. We only monitor the distribution and confirm the 
fact on the phone. 

Distribution Mechanism

The migrant labours locations have been traced and 
50 locations have been identified across 12 blocks 
of the district. The Tahsildar has been given authority 
to identify the buildings as required and make them 
as a shelter home. Building with basic facilities like 
drinking water and toilets has selected for shelters. 
These shelters are mostly schools building or other 
government offices in the block. One government 
official is appointed as an in-charge officer for 
each shelter. The largest camp in the district is in 
Chamorshi block. More than 250 people of DNT 
Community (Gorakh Community) stuck in the district 
are housed there. 

The committee has identified block-wise local NGOs 
and individuals for better coordination. 21 local 
organizations and groups have been identified in 
12 blocks. We prepared a list of such groups and 
make them available with local administration. 
Whenever we get information about needy people, 
we connect them with local organizations and make 
sure that help will reach within 24 hours. If a local 
organization is unable to help them, we mobilize 
helps from district level from individual donations. 
It is easy to providing help in urban areas like 
block places and district places. In remote areas 
or villages, where migrants’ workers are stuck, 
we distribute the kit through our government 
agencies. Also, a local group of volunteers has 
been identified for manual work for transportation 
and distribution of necessary help. Transportation 
of kits to the block level is done through donors’ 
vehicle or government vehicle

District collector, Mr. Deepak Singla IAS, on field visit to 
verify the availability of basic facilities in identified shelters

Distributing kits in field with the help of volunteers
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Monitoring:

After connecting with local NGOs or individual, regular communication is established with a particular group of 
labours on phone. On the second day, help is ensured through a phone call. Also, the in-charge officer of the 
shelter provides feedback on the requirement and availability of grocery kits.  

Next Plan:

As of now, we provide kits to all the migrant workers. The distributed kits contain rations of 15-20 days. If the 
lockdown period is extended, we have to distribute the kits again for further lockdown period. Now we have data 
of migrant workers, their contact person, locations of their camps or shelter home. It will be easy to reach out 
to needy people because of available data. Also, we have adequate stock of grocery kits and a standby list of 
willing donor groups and individuals who can extend their help for further lockdown period. 

®®®



3.2 Hazaribag Fights Hunger with Humanity
-  Dr. Charvee & Abhik Palit, Hazaribag, Jharkhand

Crisis hit Hazaribag

Corona-crisis has created unprecedented challenges before the country, food insecurity being the exigent need 
of the hour with a historical migrant movement back to native villages. This comeback is not just limited to the 
migrant labour but inevitably touches all the poor households who have limited earnings in the form of daily 
wages or meagre remittances sent back home by the migrant earner. 

Amidst these threatening times as India went into 21-day lockdown from 24th March, 2020, District Administration 
Hazaribag took a range of measures to combat the growing human disaster. Out of those, Community Kitchen 
is the most critical initiative with an aim to feed the poor including the stranded migrants, homeless, people 
without ration cards and people from other unprivileged sections. The idea was to ensure either cooked food or 
dry ration to every needy person in the district. 

COVID19 spread hit the district harder when two out of 17 cases (as on 12th April, 2020) in Jharkhand were 
reported positive from Hazaribag. This also led to intensification of efforts to expand the reach of the feeding 
initiative to the COVID19 patients and suspected cases. 

Response to Crisis: Community Kitchen

As a first step, a micro-level list was prepared at the ward level to estimate the number of beneficiaries who would 
be required to be fed through Community Kitchen initiative. After receiving the numbers, Deputy Commissioner 
Bhuvnesh Pratap Singh recognized the enormity of the need and called for people and organizations in a 
position to help. 
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Many online meetings and discussions regarding materializing the initiative took place. Multiple stakeholders 
spanning across the civil society organizations, business owners and other major influencers in the district 
joined these virtual meetings. Tanveer Singh, Secretary, Indian Red Cross Society was the first one to come on 
board to mobilize more support. Various religious institutions, community groups and individual contributors 
also joined hands in support of the district initiative. As a result, Community Kitchen was made operational from 
March 28th, 2020. 

To cite a few details, Gurudwara community volunteered to provide their kitchen space for cooking fresh meals 
for the needy. They also sponsored the first day meal that was provided to around 1500 people. Furthermore, 
Raunak and Rachit, owners of Frontiers Cafe (one of the famous cafes in the city) sent their cooks and serving 
staff. Sardar M.S Kalra, owner of Hemkunt Rice Mill along with four other millers also donated 150 bags of rice 
to the cause. 

To name a few more contributors, Father Roshner, Principal St. Xaviers School sent food supplies worth Rs 1 
lakh. Father Francis contributed ration worth Rs 3.5 lakh. Team Munna gave grocery items worth Rs 1 lakh. On 
behalf of Holy Cross Community, Sister Britto who runs a special school for HIV affected children contributed 
500 packets of dry ration for 10 days. A detailed list of the donors is maintained at the district level to ensure 
transparency and to express gratitude once the situation is back to normal.  

DC Hazaribag, Dr Bhuvnesh Pratap Singh, distributing dry ration to the needy

DDC Hazaribag, Ms Vijaya Jadhav, herself helping out 
in the community kitchen

Distributing dry ration to the needy



DCC Hazaribag, Ms Vijaya Jadhav, distributing dry ration to the needy

Community Kitchen: Implementation

The kitchen activities start early in the morning with a great emphasis on hygiene practices. It is also ensured 
that safe social distance is maintained during food preparation and packaging. The food packets are scheduled 
to be ready by 1 PM every day for delivery. Thereafter, volunteers pack dry ration from 3 PM till evening every 
day in the same location. 

Transportation and delivery was a challenge that was addressed collectively by the District Administration and 
Zila Gramin Vikas Samiti. Volunteers from the Samiti pick up food packets (both freshly prepared and dry) from 
the Gurudwara and deliver it directly to the beneficiaries. These vehicles are also used to procure ration from 
several donor. 

Offerings of the Community Kitchen

The food menu ensures variety and consists of healthy and nutritious food items like dal khichdi, veg pulao, 
roti-sabzi etc in filling quantity. Lemon, oranges and other citrus fruits are added to the food packet on alternate 
days. Dry ration is also provided to beneficiaries who do not afford to have a second meal. 

By far 4000 dry ration packets have been distributed across the district including 40 households who do not 
have ration cards. Since both the positive cases were reported from the Vishnugarh Block in the district, the 
whole block has been completely sealed and 2500 packets of dry ration were supplied in the block on immediate 
basis. Apart from Zila Grameen Vikas Samiti, 200 packets of cooked food meal are separately supplied by the 
district administration every day. Food supply is also made available to the COVID 19 patients and suspected 
cases as per hospital guidelines. 
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Happy child collecting her share of cooked food and biscuits

In addition to the cooked food and dry ration, there is also a provision for food and sanitation kit that may last 
up to one week and is given on need basis. This kit contains the following:

• 5 kg rice

• 1 kg dal

• 500 gm salt

• 100 gm turmeric

• Sattu packet

• 2 bathing soaps

• 1 soap to wash clothes

• Cooking oil 

• Potatoes

• 1 box of Glucon D 

Besides this, 150 bottles of water are also being distributed on daily basis to people who do not have access to 
clean drinking water. Also 1500 biscuit packets, especially for children, are distributed every day. 

Way Forward

Community Kitchen has been made possible due to district’s collective efforts and effective collaboration. These 
are the times when people have come together as a community to fight the menace of the virus. 

Community Kitchen would soon expand its services to more reach more people through ‘Meal on Wheels’ 
initiative with an aim of delivering hot-cooked meals to the doorsteps of people. These joint efforts to feed the 
poor and needy will continue till the last day of lockdown. 

®®®



3.3 Essential Services delivery Cell in West Singhbhum
-  Parul Rathore and Sangita Purty, West Singhbhum, Jharkhand 

Need: The outbreak of COVID-19 in late 2019 took the whole world by panic and fear as the disease. In less 
than three months, it had spread its legs in most of the countries of the world including India. Since detecting 
the disease was not so easy due to its mild symptoms, the only way to control its spread was social distancing. 
As a result, a lockdown was declared in the state of Jharkhand from the 23rd of March and in the whole country 
from the 25th of March 2020 for 21 days. Shops closed down and public movement was restricted, making it 
difficult for the people to purchase even their daily essentials. At the hour of greatest need, the people of West 
Singhbhum came together, helping each other out to survive the pandemic, COVID-19

Objective: Since, Aspirational District West Singhbhum does not have any big players like Big Bazar, Zomato or 
Swiggy, etc. Hence, West Singhbhum district administration started a home delivery service for all the essentials 
(Medicines, Ration, vegetables, fruits and groceries). For this a general call for self-motivated, young volunteers 
was made to serve the purpose. 

Approach: Following steps have been under taken, to run this cell and the whole process is being monitored and 
managed by Aspirational District Fellow (ADF) in the guidance of Deputy Commissioner Sh. Arava Rajkamal IAS.

1st Phase: An orientation session was held on the 26th of March in the presence of the Deputy Commissioner, 
the Deputy Development Commissioner and the LRDC, ADFs, keeping social distancing in mind.The whole 
process was to be coordinated by Aspirational District Fellows with close monitoring by the Deputy Development 
Commissioner himself. In the session, each of the coordinators was teamed up with four to ten volunteers and 
an e-rickshaw driver depending upon the stretch of the areas. The volunteers have explained the mechanism 
of the process and given necessary safety guidelines, gloves, masks, sanitizers and t-shirts, Id cards for easy 
recognition. This initiative also employs E-rikshaw during the crises. The volunteers and E-rickshaw drivers will 
be paid based on the daily wage rate defined by district administration.  

Orientation session held on the 26th of March 2020

2nd Phase: A few shops in each cluster were identified to provide the essentials and the contact number 
of shops been shared with each volunteer. Sadar Chaibasa and Chakardharpur subdivision were chosen to 
initiate the project which was further divided into ten clusters and 23 wards respectively for ease of monitoring. 
Ten coordinators for Sadar Chaibasa subdivision and twelve coordinators for Chakardharpur subdivision were 
assigned to facilitate the supply chain in the clusters and to closely monitor the process. Eleven local e-rickshaw 
drivers from each subdivision were identified for delivery in each cluster.
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3rd Phase: A control room was set up in the collectorate where the coordinators would be receiving calls from 
people all over the subdivision. They would then assign a volunteer of their team to fulfill the requirement. 
Requirements from people from the whole of Chaibasa began to flood in from the very first day i.e. 28th of 
March. 

The same set up was carried forward to the subdivision of Chakradharpur. The subdivision was divided into 23 
clusters according to wards and a total of 30 volunteers were identifiedwith 12 coordinators.                                    

 Local E- rikshwa used for delivery of item    DC & DDC interacted with E-rikshaw driver and volunteers

 Youth volunteers delivered essential commodities at people's doorstep



Challenges
1.  The first day was not so easy for us, because most of the people in Chaibasa do not have much exposure 

to the home delivery system. At the very first day we have received many calls having queries like, how we 
will distribute the products, how much do they need to pay for home delivery etc. But as we have prepared 
our team well in advance for these type of quires. we made them understand that the volunteers are the 
college students residing in Chaibasa only, so they do not need to worry about the safety or other things. 
we also assured that we will deliver the order based on MRP, they do not need to pay a single penny. We 
succeeded in encouraging people to make orders and hence we were flooded with the orders.

2.   At 1st level we only started to deliver basic ration and groceries items. Further as per the demand we 
decided to start to deliver fruits and vegetables and from here our 2nd challenge started. As we all 
know that it is not possible to come up with a centralized rate card for fruits and vegetables which may 
create chaos among people. Hence we came up with an idea that we will provide handwritten bills to 
the customerso that they got to know about the price of vegetables and fruits. After this exercise we got 
positive results and that's how we resolved our 2nd challenge.

3.  During the process we were ready for another challenge regarding the delivery of the wrong product or 
mismatch between order and delivery. To deal with this challenge we have prepared our volunteers in 
advance. We have instructed that if any product is not available or they have any doubt, they can directly 
call to customer for clarification. And this is how we maximize the rate of order and delivery mismatch 
issues. And fortunately, we haven't received any complaint regarding this.

As we understand that it is not easy for people and administration to tackle this situation hence we took every 
measure to make it more people-friendly. Since our idea behind is to provide essential services to people so, we 
made every possible step to fulfill the essential need of people.

Conclusion

The success of the model was realized when requirements came in from the neediest people. Till now we have 
reached out to 300 customers approx. in last 15 days. Medicines, ration and groceries were delivered to several 
people. The district administration of West Singhbhum identified the need of people and took the necessary 
steps in the direction which has turned out to be fruitful.

®®®
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4. Coordination Support for Health 
Services

4.1 adaptive management during Pandemic in Giridih
-  Pankaj Jadhav & Satyaki Ganguli, Giridih, Jharkhand

Amidst a sense of uncertainty on the impact of the deadly Covid-19 on the health and the economic situation 
of the millions, the District Administration of Giridih had no option but to swing into action with full force. 
Keeping in mind, a plethora of actions started within a short notice. The immediate motive of these activities 
was to minimize the adversities which were looming on the poor residents of the district. The district had to 
rely on existing community institutions, formulate a plan of action and in the process involve a diverse range of 
stakeholders. 

Setting up of a task force and a control room

Immediately after the lockdown, Deputy Commissioner (DC) Giridih swung into action and formed various 
koshangs (sections) such as public health surveillance task force, medical response management task force, 
supply chain management task force, welfare measures task force etc. These task forces were deputed to 
perform specific tasks such as ensuring supply of PPE kits, making provisions for food and shelter for immigrant 
laborers and ensuring strict implementation of lockdown measures. The heads of various departments under 
deputy commissioner’s office were assigned as nodal officers of the various koshangs (sections). The nodal 
officers, in charges and the staff working in these koshangs collectively formed a task force. 

A control room was created and was staffed with District agriculture officer, District fisheries officer, Assistant 
district program officer, District mining officer, Executive magistrate, social security cell, Aspirational District 
Fellows and school teachers. The control room works in four shifts overseen by the above-mentioned officers. 
The main role of control room is to resolve the complaints received from anyone in the district or anyone from 
the district who is locked down in other districts or other states. The control room receives the complaints over 
the helpline numbers issued by DC Giridih, then it coordinates with task forces of related koshangs and explores 
ways to resolve it. As the time passed, the Aspirational district fellows were mandated to coordinate between 
the Jharkhand State Livelihood Promotion Society (JSLPS) and the district administration, and to prepare a 
containment plan. 

As the control room started functioning, an avalanche of complaints started coming in – 198 calls were received 
on the first day. It was observed that the complaints were mostly related to food, shelter and medicines. These 
complaints were then divided into three categories based on the geographical locale: outside the state, within the 
state and within the district. It was observed that majority of the calls were coming from Gujarat, Maharashtra, 
Tamil Nadu and Kerala. Also, maximum number of complaints were pertaining to unavailability of food. 

At this point there were multiple challenges which had to be sorted out. Initially as helpline numbers of all the 
districts in India were not published, the challenge was to explore ways of communication with other districts 
where immigrant laborers from Giridih were stuck. As an immediate response the letters from DC Giridih were 
sent to the DCs of the districts where immigrant labourers from Giridih were stuck, informing them that these 
laborers were facing problems of food, shelter, medicines etc. After the letters were sent, most of the DCs took 
immediate action to resolve the issues of the immigrant laborers. 



In Faridabad some 10-12 people of Giridih were locked down and did not have access to food. The control 
room of Giridih took charge and informed the Faridabad district administration about the situation. After the 
Faridabad district administration’s intervention, within two hours, food could be provided to this stranded group 
through an NGO called ‘Seva Ashram’.  In Mayurbhanj district in Odisha, around 12 labourers from Giridih 
were stranded and with no food supply. A letter from DC Giridih was immediately dispatched to DC Mayurbhanj 
informing the status. Within a short period of time, the issue was resolved and DC Giridih got the message from 
Mayurbhanj DC that the immediate action was taken and laborers were provided food.

On another occasion the control room, Giridih received a call from an immigrant labourer stuck in Dhanbad. He 
was crying on the phone. He had taken a room on rent for only for a few days. Now he was stuck in Dhanbad 
with no money to pay for his rent and the owner was expelling him out. The nodal officer of the control room, 
Giridih spoke with the owner and informed him about the government order which forbid the owner to expel the 
renter from the room until the lockdown was over. The owner agreed and the labourer was permitted to live in 
the rented room.

Community institutions for mass production of masks and sanitizers

One of the immediate crisis that the district administration had to tackle was the shortage of Personal Protection 
Equipment (PPE). There was acute shortage of protection gear like masks and sanitizers. Initially, the District 
administration tried exploring outsourcing options for filling in the deficit.  However, DC Giridih was keen on 
creating something meaningful in the wake of this pandemic. He aimed at exploring employment generation 
opportunities in the fight against COVID-19.  With this aim in mind, DC Giridih engaged self-help groups (SHGs) 
– who were otherwise facing a loss of daily wages – in the process of preparing the required protective gear. 
Hence, with the assistance of the Jharkhand state livelihood promotion society (JSLPS), mass production of 
masks and sanitizers was taken up by the SHGs. All this was done with strict adherence to social distancing 
norms and the production was carried on at the household level. 

The plan for decentralized mass production of masks and sanitizers through SHGs wasn’t devoid of its share of 
challenges. There was shortage of availability of clean cloth. There was a problem of identifying of skilled SHG 
members on an urgent basis, as well as motivating them to stitch masks in a situation of pandemic.

Quality availability of clean cloth was ensured by procuring cloths through some of the local vendors from Giridih 
and Ranchi. Skilled SHG members were identified by block level program managers of JSLPS within a short time. 
The identified SHGs were motivated to produce masks by making them understand the importance of their role 
and comparing it to that of doctors by District program manager (DPM), JSLPS. A monetary benefit was also 
assured. A SHG member would earn Rs 4 Rs per mask that she would make.

Figure 1: DC and SP Giridih verifying the quality of mask Figure 2: inaguration of sanitizer by DC Giridih 
and DPM JSLPS
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Till date some 190 SHG members and a total of 80 
SHGs have toiled day and night to manufacture more 
than one lakh masks and 71000 litres of sanitizers. 
The cost incurred has been borne by the BDOs for 
their respective blocks. The masks and sanitizers are 
being transported through vehicles arranged by block 
program managers of JSLPS. These are being directly 
distributed to approximately 800-900 identified ration 
shops and PDS dealers from which these masks and 
sanitizers are being provided to the general people. 

A Containment Plan in advance

Although the district is yet to experience its first 
positive case of COVID-19, the District Administration 
has meticulously come up with a containment plan, in 
anticipation of any eventual occurrence. 

The District Administration never having faced 
a medical calamity of such gigantic and life-
threatening proportions, decided to invest some time 
in understanding, researching and gaining insights 
from the guidelines on preparation of micro plan by 
ministry of health and family welfare. Accordingly, the 
high-risk areas with the maximum chance of exposure, 
based on a pile of closely monitored suspected cases 
were charted down, following which, the division of 
the wards into smaller zones for easy governance and 
implementation, of the decided upon measures was 
also undertaken. Subsequently, after coordinating 
with the respective BDOs, Rapid response teams 
(RRTs) were assigned for the various zones, keeping a constant check on the overall preparedness level of the 
district in case of any outbreak of the virus. 

The district faced an unprecedented challenge. Now the district has an active control room constantly receiving 
and fixing complaints. The task-force is handling the everyday situations and accessing potential challenges by 
collaborating with various stakeholders across the district and the state. Most daily wage workers who faced 
a loss of livelihood have been effectively employed to produce masks and sanitizers. Further discussions are 
underway to come up with other opportunities to employ them. In addition, medical facilities to tackle the 
spread of the virus are being provided. Therefore, the Giridih District under the administration of its Deputy 
Commissioner, is sufficiently prepared to deal with an outbreak. 

®®®

Figure 3: Production unit of Mask by DIDI  
of JSLPS Giridih

Figure 4: Control Room Giridih



4.2 bijapur’s War against Covid-19
- Sameer Showkin & Anchal Saxena, Bijapur, Chhattisgarh

The district administration of Bijapur, Chattisgarh had already mounted a war against poverty through its focus 
on development works, strengthening of public delivery system and welfare programs. To improve the overall 
quality of life of the people in this isolated and Left Wing Extremism (LWE)  affected district, the administration, 
through the Transformation of Aspirational Districts Programme (TADP), had embarked on a multiple projects: 
construction of some 140 toilets in schools, 500 bio-toilets across the district through district panchayat, land 
finalisation for the model school dedicated for the children directly affected by LWE activities, blacktopping 
the roads, and was working towards decreasing the  malnutrition among children. Every sector was put into 
a mission mode. But all this came to a grinding halt when an enemy invisible to the human eye – COVID-19 
– knocked our doors. The virus had already engulfed and challenged some mighty nations, affecting millions 
and killing thousand of people and ravaging the economies. The district administration now stared at a whole 
different war - to fight this deadly Corona Virus with limited resources in an area where the human and physical 
infrastructure was otherwise dismal.  

Where there is a will, there is a way: setting up a Control Unit

As the deadly virus started ringing alarm bells in India, the district administration swung into disaster management 
mode. Led by the District Collector, the district administration, the aspirational district fellows, district and block 
level officers, doctors, social activists, local NGOs and other ground workers geared up to tackle the challenge. 
An emergency meeting was called on 25th March soon after the Prime Minister announced a three-week 
long lockdown. All the district level officers of various departments and District Panchayat participated in the 
meeting. After threadbare discussion and cross-sharing of ideas, it was decided to set up a control unit at three 
levels- the district level, the block level and at the village level. The Control units are reporting to each other on 
the basis of both bottom -up and top-down approach for the effective reporting, tracking and streamlining of 
essential services. The duty roaster was formed in which all the district officers and other department heads 
were assigned their roles. The message from the collector was simple and straight. “We all need to pull up our 
socks to fight this invisible enemy. Rain or no rain, good weather or bad weather. We have to be on job 24*7 to 
win this war with whatever limited resources we have”. 

On March 26, a Control Unit was set up at the district level, followed by the control units in all the four blocks of 
the district. Similarly, in the next one day the control units were set up in all the gram panchayats (169) of the 
district. As of now, at the district level, the officers are monitoring the control unit along with the subordinates 
according to the duty roaster. At the village level, the Sarpanch and employees from health, education have 
been tasked the responsibilities of the control units. People in the district have been informed by the awareness 
teams about the control units. The control units take calls to address the problems of different nature like food 
banks in villages, availability of ration, medical facilities etc.

With the convergence of the departments of health, district panchayat and police, several teams have been 
formed who are manning the entry points of the districts. The officers/ officials have been assigned their roles, 
from monitoring the border entries to tracking the people with different travel history, setting up quarantine 
centers, isolation wards and security deployment to ensure the effective lockdown- with a humane approach. 
Isolation wards were already set up in the district hospital much before the lockdown was announced as a 
precautionary measure. As the cases started surging in India with government announcing the lockdown, the 
newly built Livelihood college building was turned into a full-fledged quarantine facility.  A team of doctors and 
paramedics under the direct monitoring of the collector have been set up to look after the centre. 
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Stay Home Stay Safe: In a campaign mode  

The major challenge before the district administration was to use a humane way to stop people from venturing 
out, while ensuring that the people are fed, the emergency services are active and, the malnourished children 
and pregnant women registered in Anganwadi Centers are fed. It also had to ensure that the banking services 
run smooth, cash available at the ATMs and banking correspondents in villages had enough cash in hand.

Bijapur being a district comprising majority of tribal population with just 43% of literacy rate, the first challenge 
before the district administration was to ensure that the population in the district is made aware about the risk 
that they were facing on account of the Corona virus. So a Stay Home Stay Safe campaign was started with 
the plying of vehicles fitted with loud speakers across length and breadth of the district. The campaign would 
create awareness among people about the precautions need to be taken and making people understand why 
they were being asked to stay home. Various mode of communication like posters, banners, direct messaging 
by community health workers, social workers, community heads and other volunteers were used to create 
awareness in the district. The awareness teams headed by a senior official from civil administration and police 
administration and members from local community, social workers are part of the awareness groups.

Production and availability of Personal Protection Equipments (PPE) - make in Bijapur 
face masks 

The second challenge that the district faced was a shortage of PPE. The much-needed face masks were short 
in the market. During the emergency meeting that usually takes place as and when needed, it was decided to 
rope in SHGs for making face masks. The SHGs registered with the National Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM) 
in the district was asked to provide the services of trained SHGs for making masks. 

Under the supervision of Nagar Palika, four Self Help Groups (SHGs) were given space at different places in 
the town to start making face masks. These SHGs groups as on today (April 12) have made 5000 masks. 
These masks are available at Rs 10 per piece. The masks were procured by Women and Child Development 
Department (WCD) for Anganwadi workers, workers and sweepers of Nagar Palika. The general public were 
encouraged through awareness campaigns to procure masks from the SHGs units. This helped the district 
administration to judiciously use the N-95 masks and the rest of the stock supplied by the state govt. The SHGs 
continue to make masks to meet the requirements. 

Feeding the poor and continuation of proper nutrition for pregnant women and children 

The poor and needy whose daily work and hence income had taken a severe hit would have faced food scarcity 
in absence of targeted food provision. To address this challenge the district administration decided that this 
section will be provided food through Gram Panchayats, local communities, Food Supplies department and 
community workers. A large number of local farmers have contributed/donated rice from their stock to the 
district administration to help to feed the needy. - which is monitored by Nagar Palika in Bijapur town and by 
panchayats in the villages. The state government has also provided free ration to the people for the two months 
which has been stored in food banks  set up in every village post the lockdown. The Food Banks are monitored 
by Zila Panchayats and Gram Panchayats at the village level.

Under the Chief Minister’s Suposhan Abhiyan, beneficiaries (children and pregnant women registered in 
Anganwadis) used to get lunch at the anganwadi centre (AWC) and other nutritious food packets. After the lock 
down came into force, the anganwadi centres had been already closed following the state government orders. 
Within days, a mechanism was developed to streamline the anganwadi services. 

The TADP Cell along with the Women and Child Development Department (WCD) in a virtual meeting over phone 
calls reached out to sector supervisors of ICDS. Accordingly, masks and gloves were provided to anganwadi 
workers to ensure home delivery of dry ration- Rice, Dal, Ata, Soya, Channa, Chiki (paste of a peanuts) and 
biscuits. All AWCs of the district have been provided a supply stock for 21 days.  There are 29,914 beneficiaries 



registered with the ICDS department in the district, who are being provided ration at home. The Anganwadi 
workers are reaching out to the beneficiaries in their jurisdictions to take stock of the availability of food. “As of 
now the ration there is enough quantity of dry food packets and rice stocked at all the Anganwadi centres which 
can last for a month,” said District Program Officer of the WCD Department.

The schools were closed as a result of the lockdown. But the nutrition provision that the schools used to provide 
in the form of mid-day meal had to continue.  Around 20 thousand students registered in Primary and Middle 
schools have been provided ration under Mid-day meal scheme. The teachers and SHGs ensure the ration are 
delivered to the students at the door step. The students in Primary schools have been provided 4-kgs of rice and 
800 gm Dal. Similarly, for the students in Middle level is Rice 6 kg and 1.20 kg of Dal. 

Donation on Wheels

Anganwadi workers ensuring hoem delivery of food packets to beneficiaries

Tracking returnee migrants - Village Warriors

In almost every village, the concept of Village Warriors has worked well to track the inter-state travellers. The 
village warriors concept came up from one of the villages that had voluntarily formed a group of people to man 
the boundaries of their village. The group would stop outsiders from venturing into the area. The idea was 
replicated in other villages once the district administration got to know about the particular village. 

The Villager Warriors/vigilantes keep a close eye on the movement of outsiders into village and inform the 
authorities concerned. This has helped in effective tracking of people, which otherwise would not have been 
possible given the LWE challenges. Presently, the locals in around three dozen villages have also blocked roads 
with barricades and other wooden logs on their own disallowing any vehicular movement- as a community driven 
initiative which was welcomed by one and all.  The villages along the National Highway and other main roads 
have been keeping an eagles eye on outside movements through these Warriors.
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Picture: Circles in while at public service places 
like ATMs, medical shops to ensure people 

maintain social distance

The returnee migrants

The Bijapur district shares border with Maharashtra (the worst hit state by Covid-19) and Telangana. The 
labourers of Bijapur who returned to the home district from these states have been kept in isolation wards 
created in schools. After a mandatory period of 14 days, they are allowed to go to their villages after proper. To 
deal with the space crush, it was decided by the district administration to turn schools into isolation wards. The 
District Education Officer was tasked to list out the schools with good infrastructure, proper electricity, drinking 
water and other facilities. Most of the isolation centers have been set up in Bhopalpatnam block which shares 
border with Telangana, Maharashtra and has high interstate influx of people. 

A team of doctors, health workers and paramedics staff 
along with the Cluster Academicians(CACs) of education 
department work as foot soldiers to maintain the necessary 
protocol. The district level official make frequent visits 
according to the duty roaster. People with foreign travel 
history or from areas affected by Corona Virus are/were 
tracked well on time. Two doctors were tracked and put under 
quarantine for having a foreign travel history. Likewise, 14 
persons with symptoms of cough, cold and inter-state travel 
history were kept in self-isolation. The medical teams often 
visit these people for checkups. Two entry points at Taemed 
(Telangana border point) and Tarlaguda (Maharashtra 
border point) have a 24*7 surveillance teams comprising 
of health staff and security forces screening each and every 
person who enters the state.    

The District administration is all set to deal with any 
exigency. The fortunate part of the story is that not a single 
positive case has been reported here so far. The people 
are requested to stay home and cooperate with the administration, health workers, policemen deployed on the 
roads. 

All officers/officials, health workers and others are working 24*7 for your safety. You stay 
indoors for their safety.

Let’s win this war against the invisible enemy.

®®®



4.3  Coordinating Health System Strengthening Efforts in bokaro
- Aditya Arun & Aaditya Mohan, Bokaro, Jharkhand

Bokaro is a major city on the industrial map of Jharkhand, and in fact of India. Located in eastern Jharkhand 
bordering West Bengal, Bokaro is home to vast coal fields, along with a number of steel manufacturing plants, 
apart from a number of other industrial establishments.  The population of about 21 lakhs is almost equally 
split between urban and rural areas. In 2018, Bokaro was chosen as one of the Aspirational Districts by the 
Government of India for the improvement of critical development indicators in health, education etc. 

The purpose of this document is to inform the readers of the a few major activities that Bokaro Administration 
is involved in as a response to COVID-19, along with an inference on the lessons that this pandemic has taught 
vis-à-vis administration of the district.

A. Coordination plan

Given a more industrial and hence more connected character, Bokaro is at particular risk from the pandemic. 
Anticipating an escalated situation, a district level meeting -- immediately post the announcement of the 
nationwide lockdown -- was called under the chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner, Bokaro. To take into 
confidence all the important stakeholders and to bring everyone on the same page, a district level co-ordination 
plan was discussed. Tackling this unprecedented public health crisis prerequisites precise coordination of all 
important department. 

B. Components of Core COVID Management in Bokaro 

While the administration is taking a multi-pronged approach to address the pandemic, this report limits to 
explaining only three important initiatives

B 1. Grievance Redressal Platforms 

In pursuance of the decision taken in the initial 
coordination meeting that technology must be leveraged 
in addressing the crisis, an Interactive Voice Response 
System (IVRS) was envisaged and implemented. The 
helpline number was widely publicized, both in print 
and social media for people to lodge various types 
of complaints, including black marketing, lacks of 
groceries etc. The complaint dashboard is handled by 
a dedicated call center made for this purpose, working 
round the clock. Grievance redressal is done in a 
decentralized fashion via field teams in all blocks and 
priority panchayats. At the time of this writing (14-Apr-
2020), 1218 complaints have been registered on the 
IVRS, out of which 1205 are redressed. It is observed 
that the highest number of the complaints lodged are 
regarding delivery of essentials, including medicines 
and grocery to homes, followed complaints on black 
marketing. Given that the lockdown has been further 
extended till 3rd May, the IVRS system will be continued 
till the time the district administration sees fit.
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B 2. Essential services 

In Bokaro urban area, platforms such as Swiggy and Zomato 
are engaged to deliver groceries to households. A part of the 
delivery charge levied by them is deposited to the district 
disaster relief fund. Big Bazaar, Reliance Fresh and other 
small retailers are engaged in home delivery of essentials. 
Other than this, the administration has permitted about 57 
grocery stores across all the blocks of Bokaro to home-deliver 
groceries. 

Secondly, the District Administration, under the umbrella 
“Smiling Bokaro” is also delivering packed vegetables at a 
fixed price. Commodities and vegetables are sold at controlled 
rates, as decided by the district administration. Hence, a 
decentralized approach involving both the government and 
private players is employed here.

Lastly, to serve the under-privileged, about 95 free Dal Bhat Kendras (DBKs), along with 3 mobile food delivery 
vans have been established. As of this writing (14-04-2020), pinning of all DBKs on google maps, and establishing 
CCTV cameras in all DBKs are ongoing. 

Mapping of Dal Bhat Kendras

B 3. Sanitser Production 

Using the Disaster Management Act, an alcohol bottling plant was seized, converting it into a hand sanitiser 
production unit. Given that the raw material used for making the sanitiser is the same as the one for manufacture 
of liquor, the plant was recalibrated for the production of sanitiser. The plant has produced around 10,000 litres  
of hand sanitiser, following the production protocol released by the World Health Organisation. Around 20 SHG 
women were employed in certain production processes, especially bottling, labelling and packing. At a time 
when sanitizer availability in bulk quantity was a problem, an in-house production unit came as a boon not just 
to Bokaro but beyond. The hand sanitizer has been supplied to: 

• Districts in Jharkhand: Godda, Hazaribagh, Chaibasa, Deoghar, Ramgadh, Dhumka and Sahibganj

• Districts in Bihar: Jamui, Madehpura, Nawadah

• Institutions: KM Memorial Hospital, Electro Steel, BPSCL, EC Railways, CRPF, Home Guard, JAP 4, JSLPS, 
BSL, Banks (BoI, SBI, Canara, UCO, Union Bank).



C. How has Bokaro leveraged local-available resources/expertise in tacking the pandemic?
• Given that Bokaro is an industrial city, it has used a private alcohol bottling plant to manufacture the 

critical hand sanitiser. 

• Given that many PSUs in Bokaro have their own guest houses, they are now converted to quarantine 
centres.

• Leveraging of platforms such Swiggy/Zomato which operate in the urban areas.

• Leveraging of civil society, especially Rotary club for home delivery of supplies, especially vegetables.

D. Disaster preparedness leading to institutional strengthening and vice versa

A striking and a very welcome outcome of disaster preparedness is that the existing machinery is being 
strengthened. Two examples to make it concrete: 

• The Health Department is at the fore-front in this fight. Along with the administration, it is working in 
numerous aspects such as setting quarantine and isolation centres according to protocol, involved in 
ground level surveillance, testing of suspect cases, contact tracking and meticulous data management on 
all these issues. Once this pandemic is over, and given that COVID has evoked so much preparedness, the 
practices can be extending to strengthen the fight against other diseases as well. 

• Only in about a week, the number of dal bhat kendras across the district had gone from 19 to 95. Other 
than this, the food supply for the distribution of dry ration was expanded and strengthened. Welfare 
schemes pertaining to distribution of pension was accelerated on a war-footing. 

The pandemic has shown how efficient administration can become, and hopefully the lesson are carried forward 
in the post-pandemic phase. Going forward, a district wise pandemic micro plan may be made for better dealing 
of such situations in the future. 

®®®

Hand sanitiser production unit
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5. Support to Other Services

5.1 Sukma Creating digital learning opportunities in the Times of 
Corona

-  Ankita Goyal, Sukma, Chhattisgarh

The ongoing global outbreak of COVID19 has shaken mankind and no domain is untouched by the adverse 
impact of this worldwide crisis. Sadly, amidst the debate between economy and healthcare, education has still 
not captured the attention of the most decision makers. Even before the outbreak, there was ample evidence 
confirming the existing learning crisis that has done visible damage to the children’s future. Children are 
undoubtedly the most vulnerable group in this situation, especially because they neither have a voice nor any 
power in this scenario. Very little has been said and noticed about their losses during these threatening times.

The ‘Seekh’ Initiative

District Collector (IAS) of Sukma Mr. Chandan Kumar recognizes this as an issue and emphasises that this 
pandemic would further deteriorate the state of education if creative solutions are not implemented at the 
earliest. Under his leadership, District Administration Sukma has taken a special initiative ‘Seekh’ to give equal 
attention to the children who are away from school since few weeks now,and little hope of schools getting 
reopened any sooner. The District Administration has partnered with UNICEF to explore distance education 
platforms for the children under the ‘Seekh’ program. District level team has been constituted to work along 
with UNICEF to deploy alternate learning solutions in current circumstances so as to keep the momentum going. 

To realize this shared goal, few teachers and Cluster Academic Coordinators (CACs) were consulted in order to 
identify the potential platforms to engage with the community in the simplest way to facilitate learning at home. 
After few participatory discussions with teachers and education department functionaries, it was decided by 
the education department that mobile and internet technology needs to be first exploited to reach the children 
and parents. The underlying strategy of this initiative is to capitalize strengths of both the district workforce and 
UNICEF’s large network of partner organizations by establishing a structured communication channel with the 
parents and children. The SMC (School Management Committee) members and Panchayat members are also 
being involved with the help of teachers. 

There are three major components of the initiative: establishing a communication channel right from the UNICEF 
to the parents/children, finalizing learning content with emphasis on creating child’s learning trajectory and 
developing a program structure to streamline the content flow to maximize the program impact. 

Implementing the ‘Seekh’ initiative

The contact details of the parents along with handset type were collected while distributing dry ration by the 
education field functionaries to make available village wise updated database. The learning content would be 
limited to language, mathematics and science subjects with more examples from child’s current context. For an 
instance there are videos where things such as utensils, clothes, grains etc are used to teach basic arithmetic. 
These are some of the learning aids available in the closest proximity. There is a common understanding that 



this kind of learning would be best facilitated with parents’ involvement. This is why the content selected is 
simple and contextual to avoid any complications at the best. 

There is now a ready database of around 5000 parents/children whose school-wise groups are being created by 
the teachers. Furthermore, the digital program is scheduled to be launched in the third week of April month with 
an opening message by the District Collector to express concern and to request community support to make 
the initiative successful. Two videos will be circulated every week to avoid information/content overload and to 
maintain the aspect of simplicity.

There is great amount of focus on ensuring that everyone in the hierarchy ranging from district team block 
level functionaries, cluster coordinator and school teachers are part of the content flow mechanism. This is 
to create a joint accountability and also to ensure multiple stakeholder engagement. This was done through 
official communication issued by the District Collector with clear role and responsibilities. There is a mechanism 
designed to take feedback from the parents so as to make the content more useful for the communities. 

Uniqueness of the ‘Seekh’ initiative

The ‘Seekh’ initiative is unique in the sense that it mostly relies more on collective efforts and less on financials. 
The attempt to create a collective responsibility is critical aspect of the program. Early grade literacy (EGL) 
program that was launched in September, 2019 has started to show promising results in a very short time 
due to due to collaborative efforts of education department functionaries and UNICEF’s continuous support. 
This is why District Administration is confident of realizing the impact potential of ‘Seekh’ through team spirit.  
The data-driven progress reviews held for EGL every month under the leadership of District Collector have 
contributed to the EGL program success and thus this intervention will also have definite structures in place. 
The systemic inputs have allowed continuous nurturing of culture of mutual responsibility, active coordination 
and meaningful engagement, thus opening doors to achieve the desired outcomes of this e-learning initiative 
during the COVID19 outbreak. 

The following table highlights the three major program specifics of ‘Seekh’

1 Distance learning for 
children at home

• To promote learning opportunities for children at home by reaching out to 
the families and communities via phone and internet technology. 

• E-learning content containing interactive videos and do-it-at-home learning 
activities would be shared through digital platforms such as WhatsApp. 

2. Capacity Building of 
Teachers and CACs on 
Early Grade Literacy 
components

• WhatsApp based peer group learning in the mentor-mentee mode. 
• More than 100 teachers and 50 CACs have already completed two modules 

on the relevance of oral language development and phonetics in early year 
education. 

3. Professional course 
on language learning 
for teachers

• 5-week distance learning course on language development for primary 
school teachers in collaboration with the Language Learning Foundation 
(LLF) and UNICEF. 

• Long term goal is to the smoothen integration of multi-lingual approach in a 
multi-dialect context such as Sukma’s.

Meanwhile in the background, the district level team and the UNICEF team are constantly working to create 
feedback mechanisms and robust structures to make it a two-way learning with clear set of expected outcomes. 
There is also in process an impact assessment strategy to assess this program as an emergency response in 
unprecedented situations such as these. District Administration expects to train all primary school teachers and 
reach at least 10,000 parents/students through this initiative. 

®®®
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5.2 malkangiri fighting poverty and virus together
- Rajashekhar Reddy, Malkangiri, Odisha

COVID19: Crossing boundaries of health disaster

COVID19 outbreak has led to many uncertainties across the world, some just going unnoticed and maybe 
uncared for. India, too, started to experience the impact of this pandemic in early March. Resultantly, all the 
efforts have thereafter been channeled to contain the viral spread. Most of the meetings and video conferences 
are health-centric. On one hand we are fighting with the global health disaster and on the other side are the 
people for whom uncertainties have exponentially grown due to livelihood vulnerabilities. 

This is about the small and marginal farmers in District Malkangiri for whom life has halted with the nationwide 
enforced lockdown. They came into notice when they had freed their cattle to feed on the well-grown horticultural 
farm produce mainly consisting of fruits and vegetables. It was unusual yet thoughtful of the farmer because 
nothing could be sold anymore due to the transport disruption. District Administration recognized this as a 
critical issue which can be a potential threat to the poor in the coming months. 

Together we can

Initially, vendors from premium markets in Vishakhapatnam, Raipur and Hyderabad were contacted to 
understand the demand scenario so that arrangements could be made to transport bulk farm produce to avoid 
farm losses for these farmers. However, it was found out after discussions with the vendors that there is a 
decline in overall demand of fruits and vegetables. There were many reasons cited by these potential buyers, 
closure of restaurants being the major one. Apparently, the bigger markets cater to the needs of the restaurants, 
street food and other eating joints which were mostly closed due to the lockdown situation. 

This was when Block Development Officer, Mr. Umashankar Dhalai suggested that the perishable items like 
vegetables and fruits can be procured through women Self Help Groups (SHGs) and supplied at the doorstep 
of the public. This would solve multiple problems at one time. From the health perspective, this initiative is 
continuously helping to contain the viral spread by making available these daily essentials at the people’s 
doorsteps. Secondly from a livelihood viewpoint, it is allowing an active convergence between individual farmers 
and women Self Help Groups (SHGs). These were earlier seen as less profitable partnerships but during these 
tough times, this is the best community level solution. 

Planning and Implementation 

To materialize this idea, State Rural Livelihoods Mission (SRLM) network was tapped and activated. District 
Project Manager of Odisha Livelihood Mission took a lead in this and identified 69 SHGs across the district who 
acted as farmer producer groups to procure farm produce from farmers and supply to 22 SHGs whose members 
were made responsible for supplying the produce to the doorsteps of the public. So, these 22 SHGs started to 
act as selling points for the rest of the district. This was all done with the help of Community Resource Persons 
(CRPs) across the district. 

Simultaneously, Agriculture Department also assigned Rural Agriculture Extension Officers to identify more 
farmers who were producing the vegetables and fruits. These two departments (NRLM and Agriculture) then 
collaborated and mapped farmers with the selected 69 SHGs to bulk-procure the produce. 

Addressing the challenges

It was challenging to arrange transportation facility but the women from 22 SHGs came up with the idea of 
hiring the services of Auto Rickshaws to sell these vegetables and fruits. This made the local inclusive supply 



chain possible in very less time. Subsequently, three more SHGs in one of the blocks installed battery operated 
refrigerators in auto rickshaws to sell milk and milk products.

Present Impact: Guiding the future efforts

This multi-stakeholder initiative proved its worth as a win-win deal for all. This emergency response also guides 
the future possibilities of similar partnerships for sustainable development touching upon livelihoods, climate 
responsible transportation, inclusive supply chain and promoting local food consumption for good health. Till 
this date they have sold more than 500 (approx.) quintals of vegetables and more than 700 (approx.) quintals 
of watermelon fruits across the district.  

Once the lockdown is over, this initiative can be scaled up with few technical inputs to amplify the efforts and 
expand the reach of the initiative to benefit the poor in an integrated way. 

®®®
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5.3 Fighting Covid-19 in Kondagaon through Relief and Provision
- Sushma S and Rajaneesh R, Kondagaon, Chhattisgarh

The week before lockdown (22nd March 2020) was announced, the district administration (DA) Kondagaon 
already begun taking necessary steps towards the bigger war against the pandemic to be fought. Though 
Kondagaon is comparatively thinly populated, the transmission of virus in the district from these cities could 
never be ruled out as the NH30 which connects the two major cities in Chhattisgarh, Raipur and Jagdalpur, 
passes through the entire length of the district. The DA, apart from the basic precautions like social distancing, 
working in shifts, availing masks, sanitisers and handwash to the officials and spreading awareness on COVID, 
has taken the following three major initiatives keeping in mind what the future might hold.

1. Establishing Labour Relief Camps

2. Manufacturing COVID protection essentials-soaps and masks

3. Van DhanYojana

Manufacturing COVID protection essentials-Soap and masks

Establishing Labour Relief camps Van DhanYojana

1. Establishing Labour Relief camps

The inward migration of labourers is still a better situation to handle, compared to outward migration, the reason 
being that the inward migrants at leasthave a home to go to in the villages after returning. However, the outward 
migrants neither have a roof over their head, nor have the basic necessities to live as they belong to districts or 



states far away. Giving a thought about this vulnerable section, the DA has established Labour Relief Camps. 
The labourers identified by the Labour department stay here throughout the lockdown period without having to 
worry about shelter, food, water or the risk of being contacted by COVID. The camps are operated in complete 
convergence of multiple departments (Food & Drug, Health, Municipality, NRLM, Labour).Ten such camps have 
been established in the district.  These Labour Wards have been a ray of hope and sigh of relief to the labourers 
from states like Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Telangana, Bihar and Maharashtra.

Table 1: Details of Labour Relief Camps

2. Manufacturing COVID protection essentials-Soap and masks

In the wake of the pandemic, the limited stocks and supply of masks and soaps posed as an immediate 
challenge. The DA came up with a model using Cluster Level Federations(CLFs) with the technical guidance 
from the NRLM and Food& Drug departments. Out of the CLFs in each block, one model CLF has been identified 
and the SHGs in that particular CLF are assigned the task of manufacturing the soaps and masks as per the 
demands. The demands are obtained from, 

a) Drug Inspector-Medical stores

b) Chief Municipal Officer-Houses under quarantine

c) Block & Gram Panchayat-Staff and visitors in Panchayat offices and workers in MGNREGA

d) Local market-Kirana stores, provision stores

e) Van vibhaag-Staff

The procurement of the raw materials is done by the NRLM through Vyaapaari Mandal (Merchants’ Association) 
in the district. Apart from this, any other expense incurred has been taken out of the SHGs’ revolving fund (RF) 
and community investment fund (CIF).

The demands are obtained on a daily basis and the production is made accordingly.
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Table 2:  Details of Masks manufactured

Table 3:  Details of Soap manufactured

3. Van DhanYojana

Utilising the existing schemes to improve the situation at hand is always a better way to strengthen the system. 
One such scheme the DA focussed on during the pandemic was Van DhanYojana. The scheme deals with the 
collection of Vanopaj (forest products like imli, chaar, mahua) from the villages and procurement by the Forest 
department with the villager getting paid for the product s/he sells. The forest department hasidentified the 
following three types of collection points and also allotted an SHG to each one of them.

a) Villages with considerable Vanopaj

b) Local Haat/Bazaar

c) Van Dhan Kendra

With minimal challenges in the accumulation of Vanopaj, the DA with great support from the Forest department 
has made sure that the SHGs are paid for the products they bring in immediately. This disbursement amount 
used to usually take longer to reach the villagers earlier. This initiativehas come in as a boonto the villagers at 
the time of lockdown and aid financially in this time of crisis. This model has been working the best and has 
brought Kondagaon as the top performer in the whole of Chhattisgarh state. 



Table 4:  Details of Vanopaj

Table 5:  Kondagaon securing Rank 1 in Vanopaj collection





Please send your feedback to gouri@trif.in. For further information visit www.aspirationaldistricts.in
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